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 Disclaimer 

Thank you for downloading this ebook! You are welcome to share it with your friends. 
This book may not be reproduced, copied, or resold for commercial purposes. If you’d 

like to read more of my stories, please visit my Smashwords page or my blog The 
Realms of Mr. Potestas to discover my other works. Thanks for your interest! 

--- 
This adult short story is a work of fiction. It is meant for those eighteen and older. There 
is sexual and taboo content, some of which may not even be possible. All characters are 

eighteen or older. Though there are inspirations from other fictional sources, any 
similarity to real people, live or no, is merely coincidental. 

* * * *

Forward 

This is the walkthrough and light commentary of the Choose Your Own Adventure 
story found here. Bubbles state the choices, and if there is sex, descriptive tags are 

present. Each day primarily features two choices, and not necessarily black and white 
ones. Most choices provide Advancement Points (two for Rebecca’s and one for Kyle/

Kylie). Other choices had minor or significant effects to the narrative, especially the 
ending. Regardless, every presented choice should retain continuity no matter the 

choices made with the help of underlying dialogue tweaks.

Enjoy!

* * * * 
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https://www.inklewriter.com/stories/39376
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Of Demons and Choices (Version 1.0): The Walkthrough

Friday Evening
The intro sequence on Friday featured no choices that have significant impact. 

However, the first choice is actually a meta one that allows for the player to see the stats 
and brief summary of the game. This choice may be bypassed entirely by clicking 
“Friday evening.”

The second of these choices only impact dialogue later, without significant impact 
on the outcomes. It should be noted that every choice starting now will potentially 
impact dialogue later.

Saturday
The next choice involves Kyle waking up as a woman. The assumption is that this 

is a dream, which would narratively be reinforced if Kyle just went to sleep earlier. 
Choosing “dream body” leads to an exploratory masturbation sequence, which 
essentially foreshadows much of the later sexual relations of the female Kyle. Both 
choices lead to Rebecca’s explanation. It may be assumed that Rebecca observes the 
“dream body” sequence.

Keeps thinking about 
Rebecca

Male masturbation, dream

Just go to sleep
lesbian wet dream

Try out this dream 
body!

Female masturbation, foot 
fetish

Just try to wake up
N/A

ON Off
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After the wild explanation, Rebecca presents the next choice. These have a direct 
impact on Kyle’s future, including the first possible ending. It is possible to loop back to 
make the other choice if Counter Deal is chosen. In a future update of the game, God 
Mode may add this “rewind” ability for all substantial choices presented.

Agreeing to the Deal unlocks the full special week. The last one aside, this next 
choice is the first that starts to affect the subsequent endings later. Ultimately, every 
choice starting now “advances” the player no matter what, and it will be the amount of 
advancement that dictates the endings in most circumstances. This is also the only 
choice that essentially leads to the same sequence.

Advancement of 1 will only lead to a smooch. Advancement of 2 will lead to the 
first physical enhancements.

Sunday
The purpose of the day’s choice was to have Kylie unwittingly cling to masculinity  

(something else) or learn of her revised sexuality (day at the spa). For the latter, that is 
focused on a possible subplot involving “Spa Guy” Jason. However, just spending the 
day with Rebecca here does provide some of her rather lustful backstory.

Try out this dream 
body!

Female masturbation, foot 
fetish

Counter Deal
N/A

Ending 1: The Normal 
Path 

Agree to wear the slutty 
clothes

Foot fetish, lesbian
(Advancement +2)

Don’t agree to the slutty 
clothes

Foot fetish, lesbian
(Advancement +1)

OK [Day at the spa]
Foot fetish, MFF

(Advancement +2)
(Spa Guy +1)

Let’s do something else
Foot fetish, lesbian

(Advancement +1)
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A total Advancement of two will lead to some physical enhancements. Any higher 
total will lead to Kylie becoming physically athletic. This latter possibility will only be 
achieved once, at the time Kylie first surpasses two Advancement points.

Monday
Like with the prior day, Kylie’s other idea leads to some character development for 

Rebecca, albeit to a lesser extent. The choice, however, directly explores Kylie’s feminine 
form via having Rebecca look like Kylie. Rebecca’s push to meet up with Jason either 
leads to a further exploration of Kylie’s revised sexuality or discovery of it, depending 
on the day before.

If total Advancement is less than six — and muscles were already given, Kylie and 
Rebecca just make out as a reward. If the advancement is a total of six, Kylie’s body will 
be further enhanced, basically all but developing and hourglass physique.

Tuesday
Now is where the story’s events may start to vary more than A or B. If the player 

has more than five Advancement points and chooses to spend more time with Rebecca, 
then Kylie makes love to a futa Rebecca. Otherwise, they make love as lesbians (woman 
and tail-clad Demoness). The other choice is either a further exploration of sexuality or 
discovery, depending on if Kylie already met Jason. It is also a straight-up orgy. 
Regardless of choice, Rebecca makes herself and Kylie permanently compatible mates.

If Kylie’s Advancement is less than eight, the enhancements only now lead to all 
but an hourglass physique. If her Advancement is eight, Kylie’s figure is further 

OK [Spa Guy plus one]
Foot fetish, MF/MF
(Advancement +2)

(Spa Guy +1)

Kylie has another idea 
[fucks herself]

Foot fetish, lesbian
(Advancement +1)

OK [Anal Orgy]
Foot fetish, anal, gang 

bang, creampie
(Advancement +2)

(Spa Guy +1)

Spend more time with 
Rebecca

Foot fetish, lesbian, creampie 
[futa version possible]
(Advancement +1)
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enhanced — closer to hourglass, as well as the growing sense of felling slutty from the 
week’s events.

Wednesday
This is the only day, other than the first, where MF sex is not an option.  Just 

spending the day with Rebecca here leads to Kylie being more dominant, albeit 
experimentally. It shows how Kylie can be more dominant, while Rebecca can be more 
submissive. This choice can thematically foreshadow Kylie’s choices on Thursday. The 
other choice, conversely, can foreshadow and follow Rebecca’s suggestions. It also leads 
to some backstory for Rebecca. 

If the Advancement is less than ten, Kylie receives some more embellishments, but 
still not quite a true hourglass. If the advancement is ten, the further embellishments 
finally lead to a true hourglass physique, while not quite voluptuous yet. The slutty 
feeling starts to go deeper mentally. Kylie starts to also feel hazy. Rebecca also “paints” 
a hot pink highlight down Kylie’s black hair.

Thursday
Even before the choice is presented, the morning can be quite a bit different if the 

Advancement is greater than eight. That level unlocks a futa BJ breakfast. If Kylie 
chooses to follow Rebecca’s agenda, Kylie further explores or discovers her sexuality 
without Rebecca. Kylie following her own idea can have a dramatic effect on the 
ending. At the least, Rebecca becomes bound to Kylie. There is then a subsequent choice 
that may unlock the dark ending with evil Rebecca, as well as having dramatic effects 
on all characters. This path also explores the true depth of Rebecca’s demonic power 
and intelligence that she herself did not explore prior.

Go to the gym
Foot fetish, lesbian, gang 

bang
(Advancement +2)

Just Rebecca’s girlfriend
[alpha female]

Foot fetish, lesbian
(Advancement +1)
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If Kylie’s advancement is less than twelve, there will be no further changes, and 
only a deep kiss (lustful if evil, loving if not). If Kylie’s Advancement is twelve, she 
receives another hot pink highlight, as well as further embellishments that make her 
lightly voluptuous. Her sense of slut increases as well, with deeper thought becoming 
difficult in the increased haze.

Friday
The last day is of course heavily affected by the level of advancement and overall 

effects of the prior choices. The consequence of the Hell Path leads to a modified 
sequence for Rebecca’s celebration, and a completely different sequence for Kylie’s idea 
of celebration. Also, the Hell Path negates an afternoon threesome with Rebecca and 
Jason if Rebecca’s celebration was chosen. Regardless, each path also features a bonus 
Advancement point. However, to receive the option for the bonus within Rebecca’s 
celebration, Kylie will have to have had sex with Jason at least twice (there were four 
opportunities prior). These bonuses were created to make it possible, in most 
circumstances, to unlock higher Advancement endings in spite of following one or two 
Kylie-centric choices. Plus, it is symbolic of the fact Kylie might be loosened up enough 
to try something more in the last minute.

All right 
[A Date]

Foot fetish, MF
(Advancement +2)

(Spa Guy +1)

Kylie has her own idea
Lesbian, masturbation, 

creampie
(Advancement +1)

Horny teen boy
[Hell Path]

Foot fetish, anal, lesbian, 
gang bang, futa, 
transformation

More mature self
Foot fetish, lesbian, gang 

bang, futa
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At the end, there are three possibilities for alterations on this last day of the deal. If 
the Advancement is less than thirteen, there are some subtle embellishments, and the 
slutty feeling. If the advancement is 13, (another) hot pink highlight, breasts become at 
least 34D, lips and ass grow more, voluptuous overall, and mental slutty haze is 
increased. If the Advancement is greater than 13, more hot pink highlights, 34DD 
breasts, incredibly voluptuous overall, and a deeply slutty and hazy mind.

Endings
There are a total of 15 possible Advancement points. In a future update, achieving 

that maximum number of points may receive some further acknowledgment. The 
Advancement, as affected by other choices, dictates Endings 2 through 5. Rebecca even 
recaps the week’s events as chosen by Kylie, and reveals the ritualistic nature of it. 

Variant A deals with the consequence of Binding Rebecca, while ending 3 provides 
a bonus choice on if Kyle/Kylie wants to stay Bound. 

Variant B revolves around if Kylie met Jason at least twice (de facto element of 
ending 5). 

Variant C, The Hell Path, absorbs and supersedes endings 2-4, evil Rebecca 
adjusting accordingly to reach her conclusion of making Kylie her bimbo thrall and 
mate. This is built to be a dark reflection of Ending 5, which is not accessible via this 
path.

Sure
[perverted sex]

Foot fetish, anal, MFF
(Advancement +2)

(Spa Guy +1)

Celebrate differently
[Lesbian threesome]

Lesbian, threesome
(Advancement +1)

Sure
[Perverted sex]

Fetish, anal, MFF
(Advancement +2)

(Spa Guy +1)

Something else
[Become sex toy]

FFM, transformation, 
futa, anal

(Advancement +1)

[choose]
Mesmerized for a moment

FFM, anal, DP, Futa
(Bonus Advancement +1)

[choose]
Follows thought

Lesbian, anal, DP, creampie
(Bonus Advancement +1)

[choose if unlocked]
Yeah, Sure

[pre celebration massage]
Foot fetish, MF

(Bonus Advancement +1)
(Spa Guy +1)
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Kyle/Kylie Advancement level:
0 — Kyle
1 — Kylie, slim, small breasts, banana figure
2-6 — Kylie, minor enhancements
7-9 — Kylie, notable enhancements
10-12 — Kylie, distinct physical-mental changes, fuller figure, slutty
13 — Kylie, distinct enhancements, voluptuous, slutty, somewhat slower mentally, 

practically a bimbo
14-15 — Kylie, dramatic enhancements, very voluptuous, very slutty, slow and hazy 

mind, true Bimbo

Endings:
1) The normal path: 0
2) Long and happy marriage as “Kyle”: 7-9
3) Long and happy marriage with a lot of sex (chooses gender): 10-12
4) Long, happy, and very open marriage as a slutty bimbo: 13
5) The true path is forged to become Rebecca’s Demoness Bimbo Mate for eternity: 14-15

####


